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ABSTRACT   

 Cell formation, machine layout and cell layout problems in cellular manufacturing system are NP-

Complete optimization problems. Good cell formation & layout design in cellular manufacturing system is 

achieved by finding optimum or near-optimum solutions of these problems, which substantially reduces 

manufacturing cost and time. Many approaches have been advocated by researchers to obtain better cell 

formation & layout design. An attempt has been done in this paper to review such approaches based on 

heuristics, meta-heuristics, hybrid methods and exact solution methods developed by past researchers to 

solve these problems. The main objective of this review paper is to find out the effective and efficient 

approaches by comparing them based on performance criteria, their benefits and drawbacks in solving 

cellular manufacturing system problems and find out future research scope in this area.  

Keywords: Genetic Algorithm, Cell Formation Problem, Machine Layout Problem, Cell Layout Problem. 

1 Introduction  

Frederick Taylor introduced group technology as a manufacturing philosophy that improves productivity 

by grouping parts with similar characteristics into part-families and creating production cells with a group 

of dissimilar machines. Cellular manufacturing uses the principles of group technology to achieve higher 

production efficiency compared to traditional manufacturing so as to create factory and shop floor layout 

design. Cellular manufacturing can be implemented in four stages as per the following.   

1. Cell formation: Grouping parts into part families and corresponding machines into machine cells 

by using the parts production process. 

2. Intra-cell layout: Layout of machines within each cell. 

3. Inter-cell layout: Layout of cells within the factory or shop floor. 

4. Scheduling: Scheduling of jobs in each cell. 

Advantages of cellular manufacturing compared to traditional manufacturing by efficient layout design 

reported in the literature are as per the following. 

1. Reduced production lead time  

2. Reduced setup time 

3. Reduced work-in-process  

4. Reduced material handling cost  

5. Reduced flow distance of material  
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6. Reduced lot sizes  

7. Reduced throughput times  

8. Reduced tooling cost  

9. Reduced labour cost  

10. Reduced production equipment cost  

11. Improved machine utilization  

12. Simplified process planning  

13. Better worker morale 

14. Improved quality 

Cell formation, machine layout and cell layout problem in cellular manufacturing system are known to be 

NP-Complete optimization problems. Exact solution methods are inefficient for solving these large-sized 

NP-Complete problems. So researchers have developed heuristics, meta-heuristics and hybrid methods 

to solve these large-sized NP-Complete problems efficiently. Appropriate performance criteria to be 

selected by past researchers to compare performance of their approach or approaches with other existing 

approaches to solve cell formation problem are grouping efficiency [1, 2], grouping efficacy [3], 

comparison with optimum solution [4], machine utilization [1], number of inter-cellular moves [5], bond 

energy [6], percentage of exceptional elements [7], number of non-dominated solutions [8], quality 

metrics [8], hyper area ratio metric [8], relative metric [8], spacing metric [8], cell flow index [9], overall 

flow index [9], average cell flow index [9]. Appropriate performance criteria to be selected by past 

researchers to compare performance of their approach or approaches with other existing approaches to 

solve machine layout problem are percentage of variation with optimum solution [10, 11], total distance 

travelled by all parts [12], price of a layout [13], cell flow index [9], average cell flow index [9]. Appropriate 

performance criteria to be selected by past researchers to compare performance of their approach or 

approaches with other existing approaches to solve cell layout problem are total inter-cell material 

handling distances [14], percentage of deviation with best-known solution [14], overall flow index [9]. 

This paper discusses comparative analysis of approaches to solve these problems done by researchers 

available in past. Better approach to be found based on average performance in past papers is also 

suggested in this paper.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes cell formation, machine layout and cell 

layout problem in cellular manufacturing system. Section 3 presents review & comparison of approaches 

such as heuristics, meta-heuristics, hybrid methods and exact solution methods taken from literature to 

solve cell formation, machine layout and cell layout problem in cellular manufacturing system. Analytical 

review of approaches is presented in Section 4.   Conclusion and future scope is mentioned in Section 5. 

2 Cell formation, machine layout and cell layout problem 

Cell formation problem: the process of grouping parts with similar design features or processing 

requirements into part families and the corresponding machines into machine cells so as to maximize 

grouping efficiency and grouping efficacy. 

Machine layout problem: consider m machines and n parts are used during the manufacturing of a various 

kinds of products in Cellular Manufacturing. Various parts are processed by a machine and a single 

machine may often be utilized during the manufacturing of a various kinds of products. Objective is to 

decide an optimal layout scheme of all m machines in a way that minimizes total traveling distance of all 
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n parts, so substantially reduces total manufacturing costs for manufacturing industries, subject to no 

overlap and no duplication of machine constraints. 

Cell layout problem: layout of cells within the factory or shop floor in a way that minimizes the inter-cell 

movement of various parts.  

3 Approaches to solve cell formation, machine layout and cell layout 

problem 

3.1 Heuristics 

Heuristics use domain-specific knowledge to solve large-sized NP-Complete problems efficiently. They 

may or may not produce optimum solution of the problem. But good heuristics may produce near 

optimum solution of the problem. 

3.1.1 Effective non-iterative sorting method 

An effective non-iterative sorting method was developed to solve facility layout problem in [15]. This 

method is capable of obtaining solutions that are not too far from the optimum and also provides a base 

for improvement methods. It needs to be refined further such that it becomes capable to solve facility 

layout problem having different shapes and sizes of facilities. It also needs to be extended to find out 

optimum solution of facility layout problem. 

3.1.2 Interactive hierarchical design approach 

An interactive hierarchical design approach was developed to solve cellular layout problems in [16]. 

Numerous example problems were taken from the literature to test this approach. The comparison 

demonstrated that this approach finds out generally more efficient layouts. 

3.1.3 Heuristic algorithm 

A heuristic algorithm was developed in [11] to solve machine layout problem in cellular manufacturing 

system. The solutions generated by heuristic algorithm were compared with the optimum solutions & 

from comparison it was found that average percentage of variation of results generated by heuristic 

algorithm with optimum is 4.78% in evaluated cases. So this heuristic algorithm is able to find out the very 

good solution, outperforms solution techniques described in [15] in all five cases taken from [15] and 

outperforms solution technique described in [16] in three cases out of five cases taken from [15]. 

3.1.4 Novel construction-cum-improvement heuristic             

A novel construction-cum-improvement heuristic was developed in [12] to solve layout formation 

problem of type QAP. The novel construction-cum-improvement heuristic is capable of obtaining sub-

optimal solution of the test problem and outperforms other solution techniques described in [15], [16] 

and [11] except in period 1. For period 1, an interactive hierarchical design approach developed in [16] 

outperforms other solution techniques described in [15], [11] and [12]. A robust layout procedure was 

also recommended for dynamic environment in [12], which uses a layout constructed from an expected 

demand situation or expected flow matrix. 
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3.1.5 Linear assignment algorithm 

A linear assignment algorithm was developed in [7] to create machine cells and part families in cellular 

manufacturing systems. The bond energy, percentage of exceptional elements, the machine utilization, 

grouping efficiency, grouping efficacy were used as performance criteria & many existing data sets were 

taken from literature to compare this linear assignment algorithm with other methods taken from the 

literature. The results generated by linear assignment algorithm were found almost the same as, 

equivalent to, or better than the best-known results. The results generated by present linear assignment 

algorithm were found identical to the best-known results in terms of the five performance criteria in 11 

out of the 20 test problems taken from the literature. While in the remaining 9 test problems, the ratio of 

better performance criteria between the present results and the best-known results taken from the 

literature was found as 5:4. The results generated by linear assignment algorithm were found dominantly 

superior in terms of percentage of exceptional elements and bond energy. 

The results generated by linear assignment algorithm were compared with the results generated by two 

commonly used heuristics, ROC [17] and GRAFICS [18]. The results generated by linear assignment 

algorithm were found extremely better than the results generated by ROC in terms of all five performance 

criteria. The results generated by linear assignment algorithm were found same as generated by GRAFICS 

in seven out of the 17 test problems. In the remaining 10 test problems, the ratio of better performance 

criteria between the linear assignment algorithms and GRAFICS was found as 8:2. This linear assignment 

algorithm found better solutions compared to both heuristics in terms of machine utilization, grouping 

efficiency and grouping efficacy. 

3.1.6 Similarity coefficient methods 

The performance comparison of 20 well-known similarity coefficient methods was presented in [19] to 

solve 214 cell formation problems which are either taken from the literature or created intentionally. Nine 

performance measures were used to assess the goodness of solutions. Based on comparison, the 

performance of Jaccard, Sorenson, and Sokal and Sneath 2 coefficient method was found as best [19]. 

Jaccard was found as most stable similarity coefficient method [19]. Hamann, Simple matching, Rogers 

and Tanimoto, and Sokal and Sneath coefficient method was found as inefficient under all conditions, thus 

not recommendable to solve cell formation problems [19]. 

3.1.7 Reduced integer programming 

Reduced Integer Programming, Ant Colony Optimization & Simulated Annealing were developed in [13] 

to solve machine layout problem. It was observed in [13] that it is very difficult to find out very good 

solutions of machine layout problem using RIP because RIP puts the machines in a hexagonal graph and 

does not consider machine sizes into account. The solution quality of ACO is up to 12% better than RIP. 

Running time of ACO is high compared to RIP. But running time of ACO can be reduced by implementing 

parallel ACO running on multiple processors. So it was recommended in [13] to choose ACO over RIP to 

solve machine layout problem. Solution quality and running time of ACO found better compared to SA on 

small input size of machine layout problem with 8 to 12 machines. Solution quality and running time of 

SA exceeded by far compared to ACO when number of machines considered in a problem is 25. It is 

possible to improve the solution quality of ACO by increasing number of iterations and ants [13]. But the 

running time of ACO is proportional to both the amount of ants and the number of iterations; this would 

increase the running time of ACO significantly [13]. 
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When solving the flexible machine layout problem, the Silver-meal lot size algorithm and brute force 

method of finding the right time to change the layout were expressed in [13]. A limitation to these 

methods is that future demands are not considered when finding solutions. So a new approach to solve 

this problem needs to be developed [13]. 

3.1.8 SAW & TOPSIS methods 

Multiple attribute decision making (MADM) concept was used in [20] & cell formation, machine layout 

and cell layout problem were solved in cellular manufacturing system using a two-stage method in [20]. 

Initial solution was obtained by TOPSIS and then it was improved by SAW (TOPSIS-IMP-SAW) and TOPSIS 

(TOPSIS-IMP-TOPSIS) in [20]. The results of this method were compared with well-known approaches 

available in literature. These comparisons showed that this method offers good solutions for the CMS 

problem. The grouping efficiency and the grouping efficacy were used as a measure to compare the 

goodness of methods. “TOPSIS-IMP-SAW” method is better than the “TOPSIS-IMP-TOPSIS” method to 

solve small scale problems [20]. “TOPSIS-IMP-TOPSIS” method is better than the “TOPSIS-IMP-SAW” 

method to solve large scale problems [20]. 

3.2 Meta-heuristics 

Meta-heuristics is a framework of heuristics used to update a set of solutions during a search. A number 

of points at once are searched by meta-heuristics rather than a single point to find out the solution of the 

problem. They perform more powerful search because they have mechanism which escapes them from 

trapping into a local minimum. 

3.2.1 Genetic algorithm 

Two Genetic algorithms were developed in [21] to solve single-row machine layout problems & multi-row 

machine layout problems in cellular manufacturing system. Genetic-based approaches are able to find out 

good solutions in reasonably short computational time compared to using enumerative approaches. The 

advantage of genetic algorithm [21] is that the solution of machine layout problem can be generated using 

a minimum amount of data giving a benefit in a situation where cost occurred per distance of movement 

is not known. 

A nonlinear integer model of cell formation problem in dynamic condition was first developed in [4] and 

then solved by Genetic Algorithm, Simulated Annealing and Tabu Search. Simulated Annealing found the 

better near-optimal solutions in shorter average computational times than Genetic Algorithm and Tabu 

Search in most of the test problems. It was reported in [4] that if the dimension of machine x part matrix 

is greater than 10 x 10 and the number of cells is greater than 3 and the number of periods is greater than 

2, then Lingo 6 cannot find any solution experimentally for the presented dynamic model. It was also 

reported in [4] that in general, by improving and developing the GA operations, the chance of finding 

optimal solution will be increased, because these operations can also be used for generating neighboring 

solutions in Simulated Annealing, Tabu Search and in any other similar meta-heuristic approach. 

In [10], a model was developed for the machine layout problem in cellular manufacturing system with the 

objective of minimizing total distance travelled by all parts & Genetic Algorithm was implemented to solve 

the problem. The computational results from [10] show that the GA is capable of obtaining near optimal 

(99%) solution of the test problem and outperforms other solution techniques described in [15], [16] and 
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[11]. Also GA convergence analysis was performed in [10] to find out the number of generations in which 

GA converges to a near optimum or optimum solutions for five different periods. All the machine locations 

are considered to be of equal size in [10]. This work may be extended by considering the machine locations 

of unequal size. 

A genetic algorithm was proposed in [22] to solve the real-sized cell formation problem. Numerical 

examples show that genetic algorithm is efficient and effective in searching for optimal solutions. 22 

problems were selected from the literature and grouping efficacy was used as a measure to test and 

compare the performance of genetic algorithm with ZODIAC method [23], GRAFICS [24], GATSP-Genetic 

algorithm [25], GA-Genetic algorithm [26], EA-evolutionary algorithm [27], SA-simulated annealing [28]. 

The grouping efficacy of the solution found by genetic algorithm [22] is either better than that of other 

methods or it is equal to the best one in all 22 benchmark problems. In six benchmark problems, the 

grouping efficacy of the solution found by genetic algorithm [22] is better than that of all other methods. 

The best solutions for these six benchmark problems are reported for the first time in [22]. In eleven 

benchmark problems, the solution found by genetic algorithm [22] is as good as the best available solution 

in the literature. In five benchmark problems, the grouping efficacy of the solution found by all the 

methods are reported same in [22]. 

3.2.2 Grouping genetic algorithm 

A Grouping Genetic Algorithm (GGA), a special class of genetic algorithms, heavily changed to suit the 

structure of grouping problems was developed in [29] to solve the cell formation problem. The 

fundamental advantage of this GGA is that it is able to solve the problem of large input size thus an 

engineer can use it as a powerful tool to decide a best plant layout from a number of different plant  layout 

options in a short computation times. GGA is applicable to solve industrial problems and it is not trapped 

in local optima like heuristics [29]. 

A cell formation-grouping genetic algorithm was developed in [30] to solve cell formation problem. 

Grouping efficiency & grouping efficacy were used as a measure to compare a grouping genetic algorithm 

with other methods taken from literature. Cell formation-grouping genetic algorithm outperforms ZODIAC 

[23] on five of the six data sets, and matches its performance on the sixth when grouping efficiency was 

taken as a comparison measure. Cell formation-grouping genetic algorithm found the solutions with 17% 

average improvement compared to ZODIAC. Cell formation-grouping genetic algorithm found the 

solutions with average improvement of 43% compared to ZODIAC, 2.85% compared to GRAFICS [24] and 

1.5% compared to algorithm [31] when grouping efficacy was taken as a measure of effective of solutions. 

When grouping efficacy was taken as a measure of effective of solutions, Genetic Algorithm [32] 

outperformed cell formation-grouping genetic algorithm by 8.1% on one data set and by 0.3% on another 

out of five test data sets. For other three test data sets, Genetic Algorithm matched its performance with 

cell formation-grouping genetic algorithm. Genetic Algorithm slightly outperformed cell formation-

grouping genetic algorithm on two test data sets out of five test data sets, but it requires more number 

of generation to find out the solutions compared to cell formation-grouping genetic algorithm. 

An adapted grouping genetic algorithm was developed in [5] to solve a generalized cell formation problem 

in cellular manufacturing system. Four test problems were taken from [33] to test this adapted grouping 

genetic algorithm. Both adapted grouping genetic algorithm and adapted simulated annealing-based 

heuristic [33] have found the solution with same number of inter-cellular moves for first three test 
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problems. Adapted grouping genetic algorithm has found the solution with less number of inter-cellular 

moves compared to adapted simulated annealing-based heuristic for fourth test problem. Improvement 

compared to the previous works was demonstrated by adapted grouping genetic algorithm & it was found 

fast and efficient with all types of data in term of alternative process plans and alternative routings. 

3.2.3 Modified genetic algorithm 

Modified Genetic Algorithm based novel approach was developed in [34] to solve cell formation problem 

in cellular manufacturing system. Machine utilization, grouping efficiency and grouping efficacy was used 

as an aggregate performance measure of clustering to evaluate the quality of solution found by the 

Modified Genetic Algorithm for cell formation. Modified genetic algorithm finds out the better quality 

solution in most cases compared to rank order clustering [17], original ART1 [35], modified ART1 [36]. 

Modified genetic algorithm finds out the best results to solve cell-formations problem for most simulated 

examples, or at least same results as found by modified ART1. Modified Genetic Algorithm shows the 

ability of generalization to solve cell formation problem [34]. 

3.2.4 Hierarchical genetic algorithm 

Hierarchical genetic algorithm was developed in [37] to solve cell formation problem, intracellular 

machine layout design problem & cell layout design problem concurrently in cellular manufacturing 

system. The results generated by hierarchical genetic algorithm were evaluated by taking the six test 

problems from [38]. The results generated by hierarchical genetic algorithm were compared with two 

existing methods (TOPSIS-IMP-SAW (TIS) and TOPSIS-IMP-TOPSIS (TIT)) that were proposed in [38]. 

Comparison of results in terms of grouping efficiency and grouping efficacy showed that hierarchical 

genetic algorithm outperforms two existing approaches TIS and TIT. 

3.2.5 Simulated annealing 

In [39], a mathematical programming model for the cell formation problem with multiple identical 

machines, which minimizes the inter-cellular flow, was presented and a simulated annealing algorithm 

was implemented to solve the problem. A set of problems taken from [40] to test simulated annealing 

algorithm. A real world case was also solved by simulated annealing algorithm. The efficiency of the model 

was specified by the computational results, even for large sized problems. 

A nonlinear integer model of cell formation problem in dynamic condition was first developed in [4] and 

then solved by Simulated Annealing is described in 3.2.1. Simulated annealing was developed in [41] to 

solve cell formation problem in cellular manufacturing system is described in 3.3.3. Simulated Annealing 

was developed in [13] to solve machine layout problem is described in 3.1.5. 

3.2.6 Ant colony optimization 

In [14], a mathematical model for inter-cell layout problem was developed & an ant algorithm was 

developed to solve the problem. The performance of ant algorithm was compared to the facility layout 

algorithms such as H63 [42], HC63-66 [42], CRAFT [42] and Bubble Search [43] as well as other existing ant 

colony implementations for QAP such as FANT [44], HAS-QAP [45], MMAS-QAP2-opt [46], and ANTS [47] 

algorithms. The performance of ant algorithm was also compared with GH Method [48]. Ant algorithm 

significantly outperforms the facility layout algorithms & it is effective and efficient as compared to other 

existing ant algorithms. 
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Ant Colony Optimization was developed in [13] to solve machine layout problem is described in 3.1.5. 

3.2.7 Multi-objective scatter search 

A multi-objective scatter search was developed in [49] to solve a dynamic cell formation problem in 

cellular manufacturing system. Two well-known multi-objective genetic algorithms namely SPEA-II and 

NSGA-II were implemented in [49] according to their description found from the literature & they were 

compared with a multi-objective scatter search based on some comparison metrics and statistical 

approach. The performance of a multi-objective scatter search was found superior compared to two 

genetic algorithms. 

3.2.8 Fuzzy relational data clustering algorithm 

A fuzzy relational data clustering algorithm was developed in [50] to solve cell formation problem in 

cellular manufacturing system. This fuzzy relational data clustering algorithm was found better than 

mixed-variable fuzzy clustering approach [51] according to the grouping efficiency measure. The fuzzy 

relational data clustering algorithm is still good to solve cell formation problem where the machine/part 

matrix has only general numeric data. In total, the fuzzy relational data clustering algorithm presents a 

realistic solution methodology to solve cell formation problem based on group technology concept, 

especially when the machine/part matrix has a mixed-variable type with symbolic and fuzzy data. 

3.2.9 Evolutionary algorithm 

Enhanced evolutionary algorithm was developed in [52] to solve cell formation and layout problems 

together, based on sequence data. This approach capable of producing high quality solutions was based 

on enhanced group chromosome scheme, group crossover operator, group mutation operator, and a 

chromosome repair mechanism. It was noted in [52] that increasing the number of cells and/or machines 

may require more iterations before convergence to a good solution; the solution space was not affected 

by the number of parts. Parallel mechanism of evolutionary algorithm provides the algorithm robustness 

and effectiveness over a variety of ill-structured input matrices [52]. Evolutionary algorithm was found 

more acceptable compared to other heuristics available in the literature.  

3.2.10 Tabu Search 

A nonlinear integer model of cell formation problem in dynamic condition was first developed in [4] and 

then solved by Tabu Search is described in 3.2.1. 

3.3 Hybrid Methods 

Hybrid methods are formed by combining two methods to solve the problem. An individual method 

without hybridizing with other method is not able to provide high quality solution in some cases. So, main 

purpose of hybrid methods is to find out high quality solution of the problem. 

3.3.1 Multi-objective design methodology 

The application of recently developed multi-objective intra-cell layout & inter-cell layout designs 

methodologies in a cellular manufacturing was presented in [53] which addressed real time problems 

from a dynamic food manufacturing and packaging company in Australia. Methodology was developed by 

hybridizing Non-linear Goal Programming with Simulated Annealing. Layout designs generated by this 

model were compared with the company existing layout designs. Benefits offered by this model compared 

to company existing layout design were: safe working environment, 30% reduced material handling cost, 
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half a million dollars reduction in purchasing bar-coding machines, reduced number of lift-trucks needed, 

increased employees efficiency and reduced waste. 

3.3.2 New approach hybridizing local search heuristic with genetic algorithm   

A new approach which joins a local search heuristic with a genetic algorithm was developed in [54] to 

solve cell formation problem in cellular manufacturing system. A set of problems were taken from the 

literature to test this new approach. The performance of this new approach was found remarkably well. 

This new approach found solutions that are at least as good as the ones found previously by other 

methods in the literature. This new approach has improved the previous solutions for 57% of the 

problems, in some cases by as much as 12%. 

3.3.3 Hybridizing genetic algorithm with large-scale optimization techniques   

In [55], a complete model which links several known problems in that it joins the cell formation problem, 

the machine allocation problem, and the part routing problem was presented for designing a cellular 

manufacturing system & a hybrid solution methodology which combines genetic algorithm and large-scale 

optimization techniques was developed to solve large-scale capacitated cell formation problems with 

multiple routings. A limited computational experiment was conducted which compares the solution 

quality of this hybrid solution methodology with existing solution methods available in the literature 

concerning smaller problems taken from the literature. Hybrid solution methodology was found capable 

to find solutions that are at least as good as solutions given by existing methods available in the literature. 

A more extensive computational study to assess the practicability and the performance of full-scale 

approach [55] to solve large-scale problems was conducted. The final solutions found show an 

improvement of 18–40% (average 28%) over the corresponding reference solutions in regards to the 

objective function. An opportunity to increase the sampling of the space of solutions without much 

increasing the CPU time per evaluation was achieved by using local improvement strategy together with 

other mutation operators. This may increase the change of improving the solution quality by opening up 

the opportunity to explore more solutions [55]. 

3.3.4 Evolutionary algorithm created by hybridizing standard genetic algorithm with local search 

An evolutionary algorithm that improves the efficiency of the standard genetic algorithm by hybridizing it 

with a local search around some of the solutions it visits and simulated annealing were developed in [41] 

to solve cell formation problem in cellular manufacturing system. Cell formation problem instances were 

taken from the literature to assess the performance of both algorithms. Comparison of results of both 

algorithms with the results of five other algorithms from the literature was presented. Evolutionary 

method [41] outperformed other Evolutionary algorithms from the literature in solving 8 out of 36 

instances of cell formation problem while in solving 26 instances, the solutions generated by Evolutionary 

method were found same as the best previously known solutions. Not only the best previously known 

solutions, but also better solutions than previously best known solutions for various problem instances 

were found by simulated annealing. 
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3.3.5 Hybrid method created by hybridizing steady state genetic algorithm with local search 

algorithm  

Local Search Algorithm (LSA) and Hybrid Method (HM) were developed in [56] to solve the cell formation 

problem. Each offspring solution generated with a steady state genetic algorithm was improved by LSA 

and thus both LSA & steady state genetic algorithm formed a hybrid method. 35 benchmark problems 

were selected and solved using LSA & HM. Average percentage of variation of results generated by LSA 

with respect to the best known solutions was 1% in evaluated 35 benchmark problems. Average running 

time of LSA to solve 35 benchmark problems was reported as 0.64 seconds. Percentage of variation of 

results generated by HM with respect to the best-known solutions was 0% for 31 evaluated benchmark 

problems out of 35 selected benchmark problems. HM improved the best-known solution of other three 

benchmark problems & found 0.01% bad solution compared to the best-known solution of the last 

benchmark problem. 

3.3.6 Hybrid meta-heuristic algorithm created by hybridizing genetic algorithm with variable 

neighborhood search 

A linear fractional programming model for cell formation problem with the objective of maximizing the 

grouping efficacy was developed in [57] in case the number of cells was not pre-determined. Two test 

problems were selected from literature to compare the proposed model with the five previous methods 

which have solved these problems. Comparison showed that this linear fractional programming model 

outperforms all other methods. 

A hybrid meta-heuristic algorithm was developed in [57] in which genetic algorithm and variable 

neighborhood search (GA-VNS) were combined. 35 test problems from the literature were selected to 

compare the quality of the solutions of this hybrid meta-heuristic algorithm with 17 previous well-known 

methods using the grouping efficacy measure. Comparison showed that GA-VNS is a better algorithm for 

solving the cell formation problem as compared to other methods. 

3.4 Exact solution methods 

Exact solution methods find out the optimum solution of the problem. But they fail to find out the solution 

of large-sized NP-Complete optimization problems in a practical length of time. They are used to solve 

small-sized & medium-sized NP-Complete optimization problems optimally. 

3.4.1 Branch-and-bound approach 

A new nonlinear mixed-integer programming model was presented in [58] for the facility layout problem 

in a two-dimensional area with the objective of minimizing the total distance traveled by the material in 

the shop floor, a technique was used to linearize this model & branch-and-bound approach was developed 

to optimally solve the proposed mathematical programming model. Comparison of results showed that 

the total distance traveled by the products was reduced about 41.8% for small-sized and about 44.8% for 

medium-sized problems by this model as compared to the process layouts for the example problems. 

Large-sized combinatorial optimization problems can’t be solved using the exact algorithms in a 

reasonable time [58]. This limitation is also applicable to the branch-and-bound approach because it is an 

exact method. This model can also be used to determine the processing route of products in an existing 

machine layout system with the objective of minimizing the total distance traveled by the material in the 

shop floor. 
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3.4.2 Dinkelbach algorithm 

In [59], the cell formation problem was first converted into an equivalent binary linear fractional 

programming problem & then solved using Dinkelbach algorithm where the CPLEX 12.2 Optimizer was 

utilized to solve the binary linear programming problem at each iteration. Dinkelbach algorithm solved 27 

out of the 35 benchmarked problems optimally. Remaining 8 problems out of the 35 benchmarked 

problems, Dinkelbach algorithm prematurely stopped before getting optimal solution because of memory 

limit. For these 8 problems average grouping efficacy of best known solutions was found as 0.78% better 

than grouping efficacy of the solutions generated by Dinkelbach algorithm. Running time of Dinkelbach 

algorithm was reported high compared to meta-heuristics. 

4 Analytical review of approaches 

Table 1 presents problem-wise classification table of approaches along with their benefits and drawbacks. 

To solve each of the three problems namely cell formation, machine layout and cell layout problem, 

approaches are classified into one of four categories namely heuristics, meta-heuristics, hybrid methods 

and exact solution methods. Classification also shows whether approaches have solved these three 

problems individually or jointly. 

Table 1: Problem-wise classification table of approaches 

Problems 
 

Cell Formation Problem Machine Layout Problem Cell Layout Problem 

Approaches which solve cell formation, machine layout & cell layout problem individually are further categorized as 

per the following.  

Heuristics ZODIAC Method,  GRAFICS Method,  Rank 

Order Clustering, Minimum Spanning 

Trees—Clustering Algorithm, CASE 

Algorithm, Hierarchical Clustering, Linear 

Assignment Algorithm, Similarity 

Coefficient Methods 

Yaman’s Spiral 1, Yaman’s 

Spiral 2, Tang’s Approach, 

Heuristic Algorithm, Novel 

Construction-cum-

improvement Heuristic, 

Reduced Integer 

Programming,  

H63, HC63-66, CRAFT, 

Bubble Search,  

Benefits They can solve large-sized NP-Complete Problems efficiently in such situations where exact solution 

methods fail to find out the solution of NP-Complete Problems in a practical length of time. 

Drawbacks They may not find out optimum solution and sometimes some heuristics may find out solution that 

is very far from optimum solution. 

Meta-heuristics Genetic Algorithm, Cell Formation - 

Grouping Genetic Algorithm, Modified 

Genetic Algorithm, Evolutionary 

Algorithm, Adapted Grouping Genetic 

Algorithm,  Enhanced Grouping Genetic 

Algorithm, Simulated Annealing, 

Adapted Simulated Annealing-based 

Heuristic, Tabu Search,  Ant Colony 

Optimization, Multi-objective Scatter 

Search, Greedy Randomized Adaptive 

Search Procedure,  Water Flow-like 

Algorithm, Differential Evolution 

Genetic Algorithm,  Ant Colony 

Optimization,  Simulated 

Annealing 

Ant Colony 
Optimization, Genetic 
Hybrid Algorithm 
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It can be clear from the above discussions that most of the researches have solved only cell formation 

problem whereas many researchers have solved only machine layout problem without first solving cell 

formation problem. Only few researches have solved cell layout problem & these three problems 

completely. In order to generate complete cellular manufacturing system design, three problems namely 

cell formation, machine layout and cell layout problem should be efficiently solved sequentially. Some 

researchers have solved these problems concurrently by implementing single approach. While solving two 

or more problems concurrently requires single approach to be implemented but it also wastes 

Algorithm,   Original ART1, Modified 

ART1,  Fuzzy ART,  Fuzzy Relational Data 

Clustering Algorithm, Mixed-variable 

Fuzzy Clustering Approach 

Benefits They perform more powerful search compared to heuristics because they have mechanism which 
escapes them from trapping into a local minimum & number of points at once are searched by them 
rather than a single point. 

Drawbacks Compared to heuristics, they consume more time to find out the solution of large-sized NP-Complete 
Problems. 

Hybrid 
Methods 

New Approach hybridizing Local Search 

Heuristic with Genetic Algorithm,  

Simulated Annealing with Variable 

Neighborhood, Hybrid Meta-heuristic 

Algorithm which combines Genetic 

Algorithm with Variable Neighborhood 

Search, Hybrid Heuristic Algorithm 

employing both the Boltzmann Function 

from Simulated Annealing and the 

Mutation Operator from the Genetic 

Algorithm, Hybrid Approach which 

combines Genetic Algorithm with Large-

Scale Optimization Techniques 

Hybrid Method which 
combines  Non-linear Goal 
Programming and Simulated 
Annealing 

Hybrid Method which 

combines  Non-linear 

Goal Programming and 

Simulated Annealing 

Benefits They find out high quality solution compared to individual heuristics & individual meta-heuristics 

without hybridizing. 

Drawbacks Design & Implementation cost of hybrid methods are high because they created by combining two or 

more methods. Compared to individual heuristics & individual meta-heuristics without hybridizing, 

they consume more time to find out the solution. 

Exact Solution 
Methods 

Dinkelbach Algorithm  Branch-and-Bound Approach  

Benefits They find out optimum solution of the problem. 

Drawbacks Compared to heuristics, meta-heuristics & hybrid methods, they consume much more time to find 
out the solution. They may fail to find out the solution of large-sized NP-Complete Problems due to 
hardware limitation. 

Approaches which solve cell formation & machine layout problem jointly are further categorized as per the following.  

Heuristics CLASS Algorithm 

Approaches which solve cell formation, machine layout & cell layout problem jointly are further categorized as per the 

following. 

Heuristics TOPSIS-IMP-SAW, TOPSIS-IMP-TOPSIS 

Meta-heuristics Hierarchical Genetic Algorithm,  Enhanced Evolutionary Algorithm 
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computational time & may not find out the good quality solution of machine layout & cell layout problem 

because cell formation, machine layout and cell layout are sequential step not concurrent in the design of 

cellular manufacturing system. It makes no sense to start solving machine layout & cell layout problem 

without first solving cell formation problem completely. 

Genetic algorithm based approaches are given more attention as compared to other approaches to solve 

cell formation, machine layout and cell layout problem. Here selection of appropriate component of GA 

is of prime importance. Some researchers have selected the roulette wheel selection which sometimes 

causes the premature convergence and thus genetic algorithm is not able to find out the global optimum 

solution. In our opinion use of Rank selection may avoid the premature convergence and leads find out 

the global optimum solution. 

Analysis should be performed on the various mutation rate values to find out the suitable mutation rate 

value for which genetic algorithm has more chances to find out good quality solution or best solution. If 

suitable mutation rate value is utilized in subsequent implementation of genetic algorithm then it will 

improve the performance of resulting genetic algorithm. 

Population size & maximum generation number of genetic algorithm depends on nature & complexity of 

problem. Appropriate value of population size & maximum generation number improves the performance 

of genetic algorithm. So analysis should be performed to find out how population size & maximum 

generation number are related to the nature & complexity of problem. Analysis is also needed to be 

performed to find out whether larger population size with less number of generations or smaller 

population size with large number of generations can improve the performance of genetic algorithm. 

5 Conclusion and Future Research Scope 

In order to achieve higher production efficiency using cellular manufacturing concept compared to 

traditional manufacturing, Researchers have solved cell formation, machine layout and cell layout 

problem in cellular manufacturing system by using various approaches. The paper discussed most of these 

approaches along with existing performance criteria and compared them. Approaches have been 

classified into one of four categories namely heuristics, meta-heuristics, hybrid methods and exact 

solution methods and their benefits and drawbacks are reported in this paper. Genetic algorithm based 

approaches were widely used by researchers to solve cellular manufacturing system problems. 

Performance of genetic algorithm can still be improved by selecting appropriate components and proper 

value of parameters of genetic algorithm.  

Future research scope in this area is to develop approaches which can improve best-known solutions of 

cell formation, machine layout and cell layout problem reported in the literature in order to further 

minimize total manufacturing costs and time of manufacturing industries. Further work in the area can 

ultimately optimize the performance of industrial manufacturing processes. 
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